We will start with the abbreviations of the main goat associations:
∙NDGA- is the Nigerian Dairy Goat Association
∙AGS- American Goat Society
∙ADGA- American Dairy Goat Association
Your goats can be registered with just one or all three.
∙Doe that has a minimum of three wins CH- (Finished Champion)
∙NDGA shows this as PGCH- Permanent Grand Champion
∙AGS shows this as MCH- Master Champion
∙ADGA shows this as CH- Champion / CH with milk star (1*M) is considered GCH
∙Bucks are the same except NDGA needs four show wins to be PGCH
∙Advanced Registry (AR) awards are given to qualifying does participating in the Dairy Herd
Improvement Registry (DHIR). Both the AR title and the star title are awarded. For instance , a qualifying
doe will be called an AR star doe.
∙A doe may have multiple stars. If her dam is a *D, she is a 2*D. If her daughter earns a star, the
daughter is a 3*D. If one generation missed it would go back to just *D.
∙Doe that meets 1 day milk requirement- *D for AGS, *M for ADGA (or 1*M), NDGA is also *D
∙Doe that meets 305 days milk requirement DHIR – AR (same with all three goat associations)
∙Doe that meets 305 days milk requirement and has made MCH would be ARMCH
∙Doe that meets milk requirements but did not go a full 305 days- NDGA is *DAR, perhaps she finished
at 304, or 289 days. Then she earns her *D and AR. If she finishes at 305 and earns her star in either lbs
of milk or lbs of butterfat she earns a *D and LT (long term). Now if she finishes 305 days and makes the
requirements in both lbs of milk and lbs of butterfat, the Doe earns a +D and LT. Basically, if you see a
*DLT or *DAR it just means she met the requirements for either milk or butterfat. If you see a +DAR or
+DLT the doe met the requirements in both milk and butterfat.
∙If you see AGS listed before a name it is because of a re-registration with ADGA, having already been
registered with AGS prior. That’s hoe ADGA did all the newly registered animals, after Nigerians were
accepted into the registry.
∙BU- is an award for Best Udder
Bucks
∙Qualifying sires earn a plus sire (+S) title. For instance, a qualifying sire will be called +S (AR Herd Sire)
A buck earns the title of *S (AR herd sire) through his progeny under one of the following circumstances:
1. Three AR daughters (must be out of three different dams).
2. Or two sons who are AR herd sire (not necessarily out of different dams).
3. Or two AR daughters and one AR herd sire son (not necessarily out of different dams).

∙He can earn the title of ++S by qualifying with three AR daughters and two AR herd sires.
∙Bucks are limited to two pluses
∙A buck can also qualify for a *S title by birth through one of the following circumstances:
1. His dam is a *D and his sire is either a *S or +S
2. Both his dam and his sire’s dam are *D’s and both of these does qualified for both milk and butterfat.
∙A buck is limited to one *S
Therefore, if a buck’s dam is a *D and his sire is either a *S or a +S, and the buck himself has qualified for
two pluses through his progeny, his title is ++*S.

